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Company: Liveconnections

Location: Anywhere in India/Multiple Locations

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Role : .Net Full Stack DeveloperDepartment : ProteusOverview :We are looking for a Lead

.Net Developer to be responsible for the overall development of web applications, leading a

team of developers at all levels delivering critical functionality for high profile global client(s),

working alongside other technology streams and disciplines. A commitment to code quality

and collaborative problem solving is essential. In addition, an advanced level of knowledge on

latest development stack is essential. A passion towards quality deliverables, agile

development and exposure to other areas of .NET technologies such as deploying to Azure,

MS SQL are also required.You will work for the UK Digitas Technology team which caters for

some of the most well-known brands in the world, and this will be an opportunity to work with a

variety of passionate technologists to learn, mentor, spread knowledge and grow within a

vibrant expanding environment.Responsibilities :- Overall technical responsibility for project(s)

within respective teams including work streams and leading developers.- Be the conduit

between UK leads, architects and your developers in India.- Person can work independently

with allocated project or tasks with minimum supervision.- Prior to the implementation phase

of a project, lead the handover from the architect on technical designs- Whilst you will lead a

technical project, you will also be a developer resource for approx. 50% of your time on a

given project.- Work alongside the architect to lead the implementation phase.- Raise

technical issues and risks with the architect and project managers.- Pro-active in maintaining

and increasing the teams and your own technical knowledge.- Encourage and lead best

practice within the project team to ensure we continue to produce high quality work.- Lead by

example by attending and being punctual in all team meetings/scrums.- Ensure all tickets within
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your project are managed effectively.- Ensure all code reviews take place and audited

regularly.- Be the first escalation point for the project team.- Ensure client communications in

tasks/tickets and emails follow the rules of engagement.- Ensure documentation/knowledge

base of the project is kept up to date among the team- Chair daily meetings with team members

ensuring all members are aware of working priorities - escalate as necessaryRequirements

:- 7+ years of overall development experience with C#, .Net core, ASP.net and web

development.- Experience of Solr search including customizing and deploying solrCloud- Some

NoSQL experience with Sitecore - MongoDB, Redis- Expert level experience in the following

technologies: ASP.Net MVC, RESTful services, Entity Framework, LINQ - Hands-on

experience in Frontend technologies like RactJs, NextJs and Angular- Experience with

design patterns, Object-Oriented programming.- Proficient knowledge of code versioning tools

such as Git, preference of using GitFlow mechanism.- Strong knowledge of Continuous

Integration concepts and experience using Bamboo/Jenkins/Bitbucket- Proficient soft skills

are essential day to day skills to help with client communication via email, conference calls,

team chat etc.- Knowledge, core understanding and experience of working in a team that made

use of cloud networking including but not limited to network load balances, SSL, web apps,

web servers, CDN's, Web Application Firewalls etc.- Experience of deploying to Azure web apps

or web servers.- Ability to constantly learn and stay in touch with evolving standards and

development technologies.Nice to have :- Cloud Certification (Azure/AWS)- Degree level

education in a relevant subject- Knowledge of any CMS competitors is useful (Headless,

EPiServer, Sitecore etc) (ref:hirist.tech)
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